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Earlier today, Tuesday January 18, Chile’s Ministry of Finance (MoF) announced its 2022
issuance plan, which considers issuing Treasury bonds for a total of USD 20 bn during
plan considers the issuance in local and foreign currencies. According to the MoF, local
currency issuances are planned in the order of USD 14 bn, and foreign currency issuances
short-term notes for approximately USD 3 bn, and the remaining USD 11 bn in medium to
long-term bonds. Also, the plan considers issuances of peso “social” bonds for a total of
USD 2 bn of the total issuances in foreign currency will be transferred to the Economic and
Social Stabilization Fund.
—Anibal Alarcón
COLOMBIA: NOVEMBER’S IMPORTS ROSE 56.3%; MONTHLY TRADE DEFICIT WIDENED
TO HIGHEST LEVEL IN AT LEAST 14 YEARS
November’s imports data, released by statistical agency (DANE), on Monday,
January 17, came in at USD 6.55 bn (CIF terms), expanding 56.3% y/y (chart 1) and
reaching their highest level since October 2014. Compared with November 2019, imports
increased by 37.58%, showing the effect of a robust economic recovery but also the effect
of higher international prices. That said, the monthly trade deficit stood at USD 2.01 bn
(chart 2), the highest since DANE’s records started (2007). Colombia’s YTD trade deficit
stood at USD 14.3 bn for January–November, which skew to the upside our expectation of
a current account deficit of 5.2% of GDP in 2021.
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Monthly raw material imports and consumption-related imports are at their historical

Chart 3

highs, at USD 3.25 bn and USD 1.48 bn, respectively. On the other side, capital goods imports
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stood at USD 1.82 bn, the highest level since mid-2014. Manufacturing imports grew by
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Consumption-goods imports increased by +43.1% y/y and stood at USD 1.48 bn (YTD
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to higher prices in those goods, combined with large government purchases of COVID-19
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vaccines.
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Capital

Raw-materials imports grew by 93.9% y/y, due to larger purchases of foreign goods for
the industrial sector (+80.3% y/y), especially those related to chemical products
(+88.2%y/y) and mining products (+105.2% y/y). Raw materials imports, in dollar terms,
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Capital-goods imports were up by 23% y/y (USD 1.82 bn), led by higher purchases of
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Institute, INEI. This was still below pre-COVID-19 levels (chart 4), 2.1% lower than in Q4 2019,
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for example, but nonetheless better than expected. As a result of this robust jobs growth,
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with Peru going through a third COVID-19 wave currently at the start of 2022, and also given seasonal factors, we expect unemployment to
rise in Q1 2022 back over 8%, then settling back down to between 7% to 8% in the second semester.
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Employment improved among all age groups. However, jobs growth was lower at higher levels of education, with jobs actually falling 3.6%,
among those with a college degree. In contrast, those with only grade school education saw a 41% increase in jobs. This ratifies the suspicion
we’ve been harbouring for some time that new jobs are of a less quality and levels of expertise than jobs lost. In line with this, average
monthly wages were 9.4% lower the pre-COVID-19 levels (Q4 2019).
Given the fourth quarter results, on average for the full-year unemployment was 10.7%, and jobs growth was 20.8%, albeit, of course,
off the low lockdown year base.
—Guillermo Arbe
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